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Keep the Dream
The Sapphire Dream Alive!
Freedom Conclave 2019
Keep the Dream Alive!

Discourse — May 12, 2019
The Ascended Masters address you with an impassioned
plea: keep alive the Purity and transcendence of the Light of
God Consciousness of your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence
throughout your four lower bodies and throughout your nations.
Consider how many millions of years Sanat Kumara, the Seven
Holy Kumaras, and the Brotherhood of Light have kept their
Retreats in places such as Saudi Arabia, the Grand Tetons, and the
Cave of Symbols, assisting mankind to elevate out of ignorance
into Abundance and Grace. Until now, the Ascended Masters
have had to remain behind a veil of secrecy, due to the repeated
rejection of the Light of God by mankind. Both Jesus and Saint
Germain have borne witness to this rejection. At this pivotal
moment in history however, the Light of God has finally broken
through and the capstone of Divine Wisdom is God Individualized.
The Temple of The Presence is establishing a record and Charge
of Light to carry forth the Truths of Cosmic Law unadulterated.
Your opportunity is to hold open the doorway for mankind to turn
from their cups of mortality and to drink the cup of Liquid Light of
God Consciousness of the Ascended Masters and their own Mighty
I AM Presence.

Keep the Sapphire Dream Alive!

The Great Divine Director — May 12, 2019
The Great Divine Director streams forth the Light of God
from the Great Central Sun, activating the memory of your own
Identity in God. It is the Will of your Presence for you to have
the full recognition of that Presence as the all in all of your being.
Quickly clear up the deeper karmic substance in your memory body
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so the Christ Light may take up its rightful place When you keep
that memory body honed and fashioned by the Charge of Light, it
begins to unspool for you all of the wonderful Attributes of your
Mighty I AM Presence. You have work to do. Dig deep with the
Violet Flame! Penetrate with the Ruby Fire! Heal and bring forth
Abundance with the Emerald Ray, purify with the Mother Light,
and most of all, love God with all your Heart. You are the Sapphire
Dream of your Mighty I AM Presence, the Diamond Shining Mind
of God that must come forth, the Love of God that must expand,
the Wisdom of God that must right the circumstances in your life.
You are the Purity of God and the expansion of the Mother Light
that nurtures and brings in the Seventh Root Race.

The Will of God for the Godhead Charioteers

Discourse — July 3, 2019
The Work of the Brotherhood of Light and the Great
Commission for their Activity, The Temple of The Presence,
is to maintain God Freedom on Earth so each person can know
their individuality in God and for this Freedom to be celebrated
and proclaimed throughout the land. This Conclave is a call to be
truly awake to the Inner Spheres of the Ascended Masters and the
Consciousness of your own Mighty I AM Presence and to never
again be drawn off the North Star of your Identity. The first root
races were able to maintain this tethering, walking and talking with
the Ascended Masters, knowing themselves to be their Mighty I AM
Presence in action, wielding adept powers in a similar manner as
the Ascended Masters. However, gradually mankind chose to turn
away from the Presence of God. The Great Divine Director and the
Goddess of Purity made the conscious God Determination to hold
steadfastly to the height of Ascended Master Consciousness and
apply the principles of Cosmic Law to their Victory. You will want
to emulate their example, to resolve to remain awake, tethered to
the Heart and Mind of the Mighty I AM Presence and to the Purity
of the Teachings come what may.
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The Truth of Your Identity Resides in Purity

Goddess of Purity — July 3, 2019
Enter into Purity and allow the Flame on the Altar of your
Heart to throw off the worldly state of illusion. You have desired
Purity and the Presence of God, therefore the Goddess of Purity,
Twin Ray with the Great Divine Director, has come to assist you.
You need not live for one moment more allowing impurity to be
where you are, nor be concerned about past mistakes, believing
you need to come into incarnation again. The Violet Flame can
erase the old records. Let go of those habits. Take command with
the Light of God that is within you and make room for the Will of
God. If you desire to manifest the Sapphire Dream then let the truth
of your Identity shine forth! Quit pretending to be something you
are not! When you begin to understand what is required, practice it,
hold it as a focus of your attention, surround yourself with images
and music that remind you of the Ascended Master Way of Life.
As Torch Bearers you have crossed many milestones of Victories.
Continue your Victories and you will become the waiting chalice
of Purity ready to receive the new life waves of the seventh root
race preparing for their first incarnation.

Wholesale License is Not Freedom but Slavery

Discourse — July 4, 2019
Keeping the Dream alive of the Vision of your Mighty
I AM Presence as an Ascended Master is the keynote of this
Conference and Acropolis. Our subject today on the Fourth of July
here in America is the Divine Ideal of God Freedom. God Freedom
has nothing to do with the license that human beings usurp on their
own behalf, giving to themselves the ability to do whatever they
wish to do, whether it be aligned with the Virtues of the Christ or
not. When God Freedom is misused as the license to engage in
activities that are impure and those things are manifested, the fruit
of that is not Freedom but slavery. Saint Germain teaches that the
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sense appetites of past lives become the driving forces and habits of
future lives, keeping you enslaved embodiment after embodiment.
In your own Electronic Body are Patterns of Perfection that are the
real Patterns of the Dream that you are intended to keep alive for
yourself, for one another, and for the Earth.

Cherish and Keep Freedom’s Flame for the Earth!

Saint Germain — July 4, 2019
On this Independence Day, Saint Germain proclaims that
he is most grateful for all who stand for the Flame of Freedom and
warns that you cannot, for one moment, take for granted that it will
always be there if you do not cherish and love it. You have a solemn
Responsibility to keep the Flame for the Earth. Saint Germain
instructs you to bend the knee before the altar in supplication to
your I AM Presence and surrender all that you are to that Presence.
Allow for your Presence to enter into your body temple, be sure
that you are not half-hearted in your approach to the High Altar.
Seal up your Temple and allow for your Temple of the Presence to
be impenetrable, for that is the Power of God. Do not buy into the
lies that try to separate you from the Flame of Freedom and what is
right according to the Truth of Cosmic Law®. Do not allow seeming
outer appearances to create limitation on the Path. Have the desire
for God and maintain the Guard Consciousness. Continue to strive
and keep on keeping on! If you will not give up, never turn back,
and never submit, then you and Saint Germain together will hold
the line for Freedom!

The Practice of the Undivided Attunement with the Presence

Discourse — July 5, 2019
Beloved Jesus had such power that nothing could assail
him, and yet he was still subject to the Sapphire Dream of the Will
of his Presence, practicing putting down the impulses of his own
vehicles throughout his life. If you are going to Keep the Dream
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Alive it means keeping attunement with the Undivided Presence,
becoming seated in consciousness on the throne of your Heart
Flame, identifying with that Heart Flame of the Presence and
not with the four lower vehicles. This is not, however, a path of
drudgery, monotony or austerity; communion with your Presence is
communion with Divine Love and you are fed by this communion.
It never gets old but is the staying power of your whole world. Your
Presence is the pearl of great price! Let go of mortality and make
the Presence the all-in-all of your being!

Fulfill the Sapphire Dream of the Will of the Mighty I AM
Presence

Surya — July 5, 2019
It is the glorious Radiance of the Realm of Akasha
that Elohim Surya brings to you, transferring to you the Patterns
and the High Ideals held there. However, he also asks if you
are maintaining a vibration that allows for the free flow in your
vehicles of consciousness, so you can enter into this glorious stream
of the Perfection of God. Maintaining Purity and disciplining
your vehicles to act according to the Virtues of the Christ must
be ongoing. This is done by your determination and will, which
is the Power of the Will of God exercising its command to keep
the vehicles in Harmony, Peace, God Love, and Wisdom. As you
purify your vehicles you will develop the glorious Garment of
Light that your Presence has waited for you to garner for many
lifetimes, a Garment that reflects your Mighty I AM Presence. Do
not let down your guard or lose the Charge of Light, but hold to
the Truth of your Identity and to what you know to be the Sapphire
Dream of your own Flame upon the Altar of your Heart, and let the
Glory of God be fulfilled in you!
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Individualization Is the Focus of The One

Discourse — July 5, 2019
Consciously entering into the Realm of Eternal Light
requires the striving of your Heart Flame to untangle the threads of
the weight of human consciousness woven into the tapestry of your
life. Above your Presence, there is that overshadowing Presence
of The One and The Good. When you arrive at the level of The
One, you will share in that Consciousness. Individualization is a
focus of all that The One is and also all that The Good is. The
Individualizations of The One can do any great or small task. The
Law of the Being of your Mighty I AM Presence is absolutely
an undivided part of The One and The Good. In the Realm of
the Great Central Sun, there is God and God only. In order for
the Presence to act through you, you must set up the Law of the
Being of the Presence in your vehicles. When the Principles of the
Truths of Cosmic Law are mastered, healing will take place and
God Consciousness will prevail. Fill the void of unreality with the
Light of Perfection, with the intensity and fierceness of the Light
of Truth.

Be the Presence, Front and Center in Your Life

Elohim Peace and Aloha — July 5, 2019
In the Realm of the Purple and Gold hues of the Violet
Flame and Wisdom’s Ray, you are not concerned with the outer
world, for you have charted your course with the Divine Destiny
of God. The greatest Power wielded is that which lifts the
consciousness of mankind up. When you partake in the Fullness of
God, calling upon the assistance of Elohim, through the Command
of the Christ you can wield the Shield of Elohim and establish God
Good. When you maintain the depths of Peace you will find in
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the Silence, in the stillness of the Ovoid of Light prepared for you
in the Secret Chamber of the Heart, then you can draw upon that
Peace to guide your every move, your every emanation of energy.
Learn to gather up your inner strength and discipline and allow
for the Fullness of God to give you all that you require and desire,
no longer looking to some other part of life to show you the way.
The Elohim do not reorder your life. Any reordering is done by
your Presence. Since your first incarnation, life has been a series of
exercises garnering some Victories and Momentums of God Good
that are safely tucked away in your Causal Body until you reach
the age of maturity and recognize that the Light of God is far more
important to you than other aspects of life.

The Nature and Authority of Your Presence as the Source

Discourse — July 6, 2019
Every time you address your Mighty I AM Presence in
adoration and invocation, in acknowledgment and acceptance of all
that your Presence is, you are Keeping the Dream Alive. Your own
Mighty I AM Presence is truly your Source and the wellspring of that
Source is the Threefold Flame of the Heart. You are invited to gain
a new perspective on the Almighty Power of your Presence to act in
your world, issuing forth Divine Qualities from the Heart of God and
actualizing their Perfection in these lower worlds of form. “I AM” is
the creative Name of God. The Presence is Light, Life, and Love, and
the Source of Light, Life, and Love. The Presence is the Source of
that energy that we observe all throughout Creation, even to all that is
in the Great Central Sun. Every part of Reality is the offspring of the
I AM Presence. Your own Mighty I AM Presence is the Lord over all,
even over those outer appearances that seem impossible to solve.
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Choose Daily Your God Identity and Your Ascension

Pallas Athena — July 6, 2019
Pallas Athena encourages you in your striving toward
your Ascension, instructing you on what you need to do. She
exclaims, “You can do this!” Describing the battle and war being
waged within your lower vehicles, she teaches that you must treat
these vehicles with Love and discipline. Remember that you are
a disciple on the Path, a Godhead Charioteer, ready to hold the
reins of the discipline of your outer vehicles, guiding them by the
Godhead, the Christ Mind, into all the areas of life determined
by the Will of God. For you to nourish the Seed Ideal of God
Consciousness that you receive from the Ascended Masters, you
must breathe on it the Breath of God Desiring, of God Will, of God
Love! Explaining what establishes a Golden Age, Athena states
that every aspect of your life must have your Presence issuing a
Momentum of God Good. What is absolutely essential is that you
know the Vibration of your I AM Presence, that Flame of your
Identity — and that you breathe upon that Flame and allow it to
manifest all around you a sustenance, an atmosphere, a way of life
that allows you to live the Ascended Master Way of Life here and
now!

Utilize Your Mighty I AM Presence Consciously

Discourse — July 6, 2019
Your Mighty I AM Presence is the part of you that decided
to step forth from the Great Central Sun into the fivefold realms of
Coming-To-Be. Now you are correctly looking at your life from the
perspective of your own I AM Presence. For the Ascended Masters
teach us to identify with our Presence and speak in the Name and
by the Authority of that Presence, as more and more our Presence
enters into at-one-ment with us through the overshadowing of our
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Christ Presence. This is not the human seeking to command God,
but rather the Individualizations of God commanding the universal
expressions of that Godhead. What your Presence will do for you
must be done through you as signaled by your Heart Flame’s intent.
When you decree, flex the Blue Plume of your Threefold Flame in
the Office of your I AM Presence and Holy Christ Presence, and
give the Constant Conscious Cosmic Christ Command in the full
intent of your Affirmations and Decrees. Consciously utilize your
I AM Presence to manifest your Calls in this world, just as Jesus
did. The greatest of all rewards is that you embody more of the
Consciousness of The Good and The One.

Awaken to the Will of God and Your True Identity!

El Morya — July 6, 2019
El Morya presents profound Teaching that can be applied
to every aspect of life. All of life boils down to a very simple
equation: Do you love God? If so, will you invite God in? To
exercise the Will of God, you must make your attunement with
God, and you do that by loving God. The Will of your Presence
will always be the highest good for you. You must learn what
to do and what not to do and have the Directing Intelligence of
your Mighty I AM Presence through your Holy Christ Presence
guiding you. You must wear the mantle of the Christ and allow the
Christ Light to infuse the Identity of your Presence in all things
that you establish. Stay the course! Allow the Fifth Secret Ray
of Constancy to be your foundation. Fulfill the necessities of the
Law. Allow for the Ruby Fire of the Sacrifice of your Heart to give
you the understanding of God Love. Enter into Akasha. Allow your
consciousness to soar and draw upon all that is Perfect and Holy.
Protect your Freedom to remember the Sapphire Dream — for if
you lose it, you will be responsible for it. Your Presence awaits you
to remember your own Sapphire Dream and have the Courage to
reach for it!
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The Consciousness Necessary to Keep the Dream Alive

Discourse — July 7, 2019
Keeping the Dream alive refers to your ability to hold the
conscious tethering of your outer consciousness to your Mighty
I AM Presence, to hold at-one-ness with your Presence at all costs
and not permit anything in your life experience to cloud over
or cause you to lose that thread of contact. The Charge of God
Purity is central to your ability to do this. Building the Golden
Age, recognizing The Temple of The Presence as the Activity to
advance this goal and the Anointed Representatives as the outer
world messengers to deliver the Ascended Masters’ messages to
the world are all part of keeping the Dream alive. Proclus said:
“The Gods have filled everything with themselves and all are
subject to them.” When the Mighty I AM Presence comes down, it
is Lord of the Great Central Sun. This Presence that you are can fill
everything with its own Perfection and Purity, full to overflowing.
As quickly as you become aware of anything less than Perfection,
you can ask your Presence to pour its own nature into it. We call
that Love. It is given without measure and there is no limitation
to how much can be given. This understanding means your own
Mighty I AM Presence can go into every situation across the world.

You Are the Jewel in Your Presence’s Domain

Goddess of Liberty — July 7, 2019
You must be in the right state of consciousness at all
times and be prepared to elevate your attention on the instant to the
Mighty I AM Presence and say: I AM ready, I AM coming Home.
But what is Home? The Threefold Flame of the Consciousness
of your Mighty I AM Presence, the very Heart Flame of God,
is Home. So wherever you are, you can be Home when you are
in the Flame of God. Those who go forth knowing that they are
the Mighty I AM Presence in action are in a position to begin
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the process of fulfilling any request from their Presence or any
Ascended Master. The Glorious Fountain of Light placed upon
the Altar of your Heart requires communion, and that communion
will accelerate you into the Fullness of the Mighty I AM Presence.
You have a mission to remember who you are and to allow for the
Fullness of the Sapphire Dream of your Mighty I AM Presence
to be realized. Understand that you do not make advancements to
the Ascension in the Light in the abstract. There is an engaging of
your vehicles of consciousness with the Mighty I AM Presence that
must take place. A life worth living is a life in God. Let that be one
of the mottos you hold fast to. The Goddess of Liberty initiates the
Violet Flame River Dispensation.

Formula for Keeping the Dream Alive

Discourse — July 14, 2019
The Dream you are being called to keep alive for yourself
and all the Heart Flames in the world is the Vision that is in the
Eternal in the Heart and Mind of God in the Great Central Sun and
the Great I AM. There is a tremendous Current of Divine Providence
flowing to the Earth from the Secret Love Star, as the Engrams and
Perfect Patterns of the foreknowledge of the Godhead for the world
and for each of you. There is a constancy of Service rendered for
millions of years by the Holy Kumaras and the Nameless One. This
Outpouring of the Secret Love Star as an expression of the GoldenPink Ray of Providence and the Blue Ray of the Sapphire Dream
is a Momentum that all of you may draw upon for your own Path.
Keeping it alive means you allow yourself to be inspired by the
prospect of what it means to be the Mighty I AM Presence in action
and have dominion over all of your outer world affairs. Make the
determination that you are going to keep the Sapphire Dream alive!
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Draw Upon the Patterns Held within the Secret Love Star

The Nameless One — July 14, 2019
You have the opportunity and the commandment by your
own Mighty I AM Presence to elevate your consciousness and to
make room for the Presence of God. The longer you are an initiate
on the Path forging your Fiery Destiny, the more you will find the
ideas lodged within your mind as well as the habit patterns of this
incarnation challenged by the Light of God. You must be willing
to allow those patterns to go into the Flame. As quickly as you
are willing to surrender the vestiges of unreality that still remain
within the folds of your garments, the Light will expand within
you. As long as you are in incarnation, you must be on guard to
fire your outer mind so that it is prepared for the transfer of the
Christ Consciousness of the Mind of God. There is a familiarity
with the Vibration of the Charge of Light, but it is also always new.
The more you prepare, the more you accelerate and the more you
receive. That is Cosmic Law. You are to elevate your works into
the refinement that is worthy of the High Altar in the Great Central
Sun to allow for the Purity to always be upheld. The Secret Love
Star is so powerful, for it is constantly radiating all that is required
for the Earth, and all upon the Earth, to fulfill the Desire of God.
The Nameless One holds in his Consciousness all of these Pristine
Patterns of Purity and Perfection so they might be transferred to
you from the High Altar of the Great Central Sun, be received,
internalized, and used to fulfill your own Mighty I AM Presence’s
Divine Destiny through you.
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Now Is the Time for the Light of God to Come Forth

Maha Elohim Ouranos — July 14, 2019
Ouranos announces the Dispensation for the Action of
the Shield of Elohim® to be stepped up and to be utilized together
with the Shekhinah Pillar® for those areas of the world that require
the Divine Providence of God to be actualized into the Earth. The
Elohim have a vested interest in you learning how to wield this
Light, this Momentum, for it is through the Elemental Forces of
Nature they govern that you will be able to send forth the Light
Rays and free life to be able to absorb more of Providence currently
being divinely lowered into manifestation. Seal yourself in an
Ovoid of Light. Allow for the Pillar of Fire to be anchored there by
your Mighty I AM Presence and then allow for the refining process
of your vehicles to take place. Then, when you least expect it, you
will begin to feel the pressure of the transfer of God’s Power into
your life and there will be those areas of negativity in your life that
naturally just fall away. It is the Divine Necessity for you to be able
to stay at Home in the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence. Now is
the time to raise your vibration on high and allow for the Fullness
of the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence to shine forth.
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